Biphasic scaffolds of silk fibroin film affixed to silk fibroin/chitosan sponge based on surgical design for cartilage defect in osteoarthritis
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Abstract

Osteoarthritis is inflammation that can occur at any joint, and is caused by cartilage degeneration. For severe cases, patients need surgery by substitution with performance tissue engineering scaffolds. Biphasic scaffolds of silk fibroin film affixed to a silk fibroin/chitosan sponge were constructed for osteoarthritis surgery. Silk fibroin film was fabricated before affixation to the sponge of silk fibroin/chitosan at different ratios of silk fibroin to chitosan: 100:0 (SF), 70:30 (SF70), 50:50 (SF50), 30:70 (SF30), and 0:100 (CS). The morphologies of the scaffolds were observed by scanning electron microscopy. Physical functionality as well as stability was evaluated from mechanical properties, and the percentage of swelling, and degradation. Biological functionality was evaluated using a rat mesenchymal stem cell (RMSCs) culture. Cell proliferation was analyzed and the histological structure was observed. SF30 showed suitable morphology, physical stability, and biological functionality to promote RMSC regulation into chondrocytes. This indicated that SF30 shows promise for cartilage regeneration in osteoarthritis surgery.
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1. Introduction

Osteoarthritis is a degenerative disease of cartilage that results in inflammation at any joint. The loss of tissue leads to a defect that causes pain during movement. In mild cases, the patients are often treated by medications or rehabilitation [1]. In severe cases, the patients need biomaterials substitution at the defect area [2]. Therefore, the construction of biomaterials that function properly to regenerate new tissue and are suitable for surgery is a challenge for surgeons and materials scientists.

Tissue engineering scaffolds are attractive biomaterials that are used to replace defective tissue [3]. Some designs of scaffolds are able to properly regenerate new tissue in a surgical setting [4]. In the case of cartilage tissue engineering, particularly in osteoarthritis surgery,
some scaffolds were designed as biphasic scaffolds of bone/cartilage [5]. These scaffolds have two phases. The first phase is put in bone and the second phase contacts with cartilage. To apply these designed scaffolds in surgery practice, the surgeons prepare the area for substitution by removal of cartilage tissue at the defect site and cut a suitable hole in the bone. The biphasic scaffold of bone/cartilage is then put into the prepared area [6]. To put the scaffold in the prepared area, the bone phase of the biphasic scaffold is plugged into the hole. The bone phase of the biphasic scaffold acts as the guidance for cartilage tissue regeneration [12]. In this technique, the bone and cartilage cells are co-cultured in the biphasic scaffolds before transplant into the defect area [9]. However, this technique is a complicated surgical procedure.

An interesting design of scaffolds used for osteoarthritis surgery is the use of membranes [10]. After removal of the defect in cartilage tissue, the bone is punched into a microfracture that acts as a channel for the migration of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [11]. The area where the cartilage defect was removed is then covered by the membrane which acts as guidance for cartilage tissue regeneration [12]. In this case, stem cells migrate into the area that was removed and self-regulate into chondrocytes [13]. The membrane also serves as a barrier to prevent migration of stem cells from the microfracture to the outside of the defect site [14]. The side in contact with the stem cells has a high degree of roughness and biological function that is suitable for cartilage tissue regeneration [15]. The popular membrane for osteoarthritis surgery is collagen which exhibits a high degradation rate that is a disadvantage of the membrane [16]. Rapid degradation causes migration of stem cells to the outside and reduces signals to the inside of the defect area. Therefore, the design and construction of suitable membrane scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering for osteoarthritis surgery is the focus of this research.

Silk fibroin is a natural polymer used often in biomedical applications [17]. Silk fibroin has been used for the construction of scaffolds in tissue engineering due to its superior mechanical and physical properties [18]. For cartilage tissue engineering, some research fabricated silk fibroin into three dimensional (3D) scaffolds for transplantation into a defect tissue site of cartilage particularly in osteoarthritis disease [19,20,21,22]. The silk fibroin scaffolds were able to maintain the shape at the defect site and induce tissue regeneration [23]. Because of the high performance, silk fibroin was selected as the base material for the design and construction of scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering in osteoarthritis surgery in this research.

Chitosan is a modified natural polymer that functions biologically to induce tissue regeneration [24]. Therefore, chitosan is used often in the fabrication of scaffolds for tissue engineering [25]. For cartilage tissue engineering, chitosan was constructed into 3D scaffolds that had suitable biological performance to induce tissue regeneration [26]. Due to those characteristics, chitosan was selected in combination with silk fibroin for the design and construction of scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering [27,28].

In this research, silk fibroin and chitosan were chosen as the materials for the design and construction of biphasic membrane scaffolds. The morphology, physical stability, and biological functionality of the scaffolds were evaluated for promise in cartilage defect, particularly in osteoarthritis surgery.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation of silk fibroin aqueous solution

Silk fibroin (SF) was provided by Queen Sirikit Sericulture Center, Narathiwat, Thailand. The SF fiber (Bombyx mori) was boiled in a 0.02 M sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) solution for 20 min. The sericin was then removed by washing with distilled water. The dried silk fibroin fiber was dissolved in a 9.3 M lithium bromide solution (LiBr) at 70 °C for 150 min. Finally, a purified SF solution was obtained using distilled water which was changed every 6 h for 3 days and centrifuged at 9000 RPM for 20 min.

2.2. Preparation of chitosan aqueous solution

Chitosan (CS) powder (MW 1700 kDa, degree of deacetylation >90%, Marine Bio Resources Co., Ltd) was dissolved in 0.1 M acetic acid. CS solutions were stirred until completely dissolved and filtered to remove any insoluble chitosan powder.

2.3. Preparation of the silk fibroin film

A quantity of 4 mL of SF was poured into a plastic box (3 × 3 cm) and allowed to stand for 2 days at room temperature to allow the film to dry.

---

**Table 1** Experimental group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Silk fibroin film affixed to silk fibroin/chitosan sponge (100:0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF70</td>
<td>Silk fibroin film affixed to silk fibroin/chitosan sponge (70:30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF50</td>
<td>Silk fibroin film affixed to silk fibroin/chitosan sponge (50:50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF30</td>
<td>Silk fibroin film affixed to silk fibroin/chitosan sponge (30:70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Silk fibroin film affixed to silk fibroin/chitosan sponge (0:100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Constructed biphasic scaffolds: A,F) SF; B,G) SF70; C,H) SF50; D,I) SF30; and E,F) CS. Yellow arrows indicate silk fibroin films. White arrows indicate silk fibroin/chitosan sponges. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
before immersing in methanol to transform random coil to beta sheet structure. The film was cut into 1 × 1 cm pieces for testing.

2.4. Preparation of the porous phase of silk fibroin/chitosan

A 3% SF solution was combined with a 3% CS solution in the ratios of 100:0, 70:30, 50:50, 30:70, and 0:100. About 1 mL of each solution was added into 48 well plates. Finally, the plates were lyophilized for freeze-drying, allowed to dry, and immerse in methanol to transform random coil to beta sheet structure. Then, samples were cut into 2 × 10 mm disks.

2.5. Construction of biphasic scaffolds

The dried SF film was cut into diameter of 10 mm disk. Then, the silk fibroin film was affixed to the porous phase of the silk fibroin/chitosan scaffold by gluing with a silk solution and allowed to sit at room temperature for 2 days to complete the firm construction of the biphasic scaffolds (see Table 1).

2.6. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

The morphologies of the scaffolds were observed by a scanning electron microscope (Quanta400, FEI, Czech Republic). The samples were coated with gold dust on the surface and observed at a magnification of 3000×.

2.7. Pore size diameter and distribution of scaffold

The image of morphology from SEM was used to analyze pore size analysis. ImageJ was applied to use for pore size measurement with randomly area selection \( (n = 25) \) [29]. Then, the obtained data was calculated and plotted by Qtiplot program.

2.8. Mechanical properties

The compressive strength of all scaffolds, in dry conditions, was tested with a universal testing machine (Lloyd model LRX-Plus, Lloyd Instrument Ltd., London, UK). All scaffolds were cut into a diameter of 10 mm, at a thickness of 5 mm. For testing conditions, the scaffolds were compressed with a static load cell of 250 N, at a rate of 2 mm/min, which was stopped at a strain of 40%.

2.9. Percentage of swelling

Each group was weighed and immersed in a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution at room temperature for 1, 3, 5, and 7 days. The swelling ratios were calculated from the following equation:

\[
\% \text{ Swelling} = \frac{(W_s - W_d)}{W_d} \times 100
\]

where:

- \( W_s \) = Weight of a swollen scaffold
- \( W_d \) = Weight of a dry scaffold

Fig. 2. Morphology of silk fibroin film under different magnification: A) ×500, B) ×1000, and C) ×2000.

Fig. 3. Morphology of the constructed biphasic scaffolds: A) SF; B) SF70; C) SF50; D) SF30; and E) CS. White and yellow arrows indicated films and porous phase, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2.10. Biodegradation

The scaffolds of all groups were immersed in a 4 mg/mL lysozyme solution (pH 7.4) and incubated at 37 °C for 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks. The appearance of all scaffolds was observed each week. The scaffolds were washed with distilled water for freeze-drying and the % weight loss was calculated by this equation:

\[
\% \text{Weight loss} = \frac{\text{Initial weight} - \text{Weight after degradation}}{\text{Initial weight}} \times 100
\]

2.11. Cell culture

Rat mesenchymal stem cells (RMSC) were cultured in a 75 cm² flask with rat mesenchymal stem cell growth medium (Cell Applications, Inc., US & Canada). The RMSC were kept in a 37 °C incubator with 5% CO₂ and the media was changed every 2 days. The RMSC were seeded in all biphasic scaffolds with 2 × 10⁶ cells and cultured for 7 days. Then, the RMSC were induced with the StemPro® Chondrogenesis Differentiation Kit (Gibco, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for chondrocyte differentiation of the RMSC.

2.12. Stem cell proliferation (PrestoBlue at days 1, 3, 5, and 7)

Stem cell proliferation on the biphasic scaffolds was measured on days 1, 3, 5, and 7 using PrestoBlue (PrestoBlue® Cell Viability Reagent, Invitrogen, USA) reagent. The biphasic scaffolds were washed 2 times with PBS solution. The prepared PrestoBlue solution by mixing with the fresh media at the ratio of 1:10 and then added into the biphasic scaffolds. The biphasic scaffolds were incubated for 1 h at 37 °C and measured at a wavelength of 600 nm emission.

2.13. Histology analysis (days 7 and 14)

After inducing the RMSC, the cell cultured biphasic scaffolds were fixed overnight in 4% formaldehyde in buffered PBS (pH 7.4), embedded in paraffin, and cut into 5μm sections. The sections were deparaffinized and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to determine the cellular morphologies. Alcian, blue staining was used to evaluate the synthesis of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). This; blue dye, in alcian blue staining, detects any cartilaginous tissue. In addition to this, Mason’s trichrome staining was used to observe the synthesis of collagen type II.

2.14. Statistical analysis

Five samples (n = 5) were used for testing. All data were measured and statistically compared by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HDS test (SPSS 16.0 software package). The results were reported as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical significance was defined as *p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Morphological structure of constructed biphasic scaffolds

The appearances and morphological structures of the constructed biphasic scaffolds were observed (Figs. 1, 2, and 3.). There were no differences in the appearance of the scaffolds. The scaffolds were composed of two phases: silk fibroin film and silk fibroin/chitosan sponge which was prepared in different ratios. The silk fibroin films were smooth and transparent. The sponge phase of the scaffolds had a rough surface and were turbid. The evaluation of the morphological structure demonstrated that the silk fibroin films were affixed to the sponge part of the silk fibroin/chitosan. During the film phase, the morphology displayed a dense surface, as well as which, during this phase it had both a smooth surface and rough surface, at both low and high magnification, respectively. In the spongy phase, the morphology was a porous structure which had a rough wall. Furthermore, some areas of those pores had small fibril internal networks. The morphological formation of the films and spongy phase were not different.

Results of the morphological studies indicated no differences in any of the scaffolds at the zone of attachment. The silk fibroin films and porous phases had good adhesion. The silk fibroin solution possibly diffused into the textures of the silk fibroin film and porous phase [30] which decreased the surface tension between the film and porous

Fig. 5. Mechanical properties of the constructed biphasic scaffolds: A) Stress at maximum load B) Young’s modulus.
phases [31]. This led to fusion at the connection zone via physical inter-
action [32].

3.2. Pore size and distribution of constructed biphasic scaffolds

To clarify the further details of morphology, the pore size and dis-
tribution were measured and analyzed. Pore size of; SF, SF70, SF50, SF30, and CS showed; 93 ± 13.83, 80.48 ± 12.74, 97 ± 13.66, 83.62 ± 20.60, 96.68 ± 15.22 μm, respectively (Fig. 4). The pore size shows that for SF50 > CS > SF > SF30 > SF70. The results demonstrated that SF50 had the largest pore size, with all pore size distributions being: SF, SF70, SF50, SF30, and CS was 46–128, 40–128, 46–140, 0–146, and 40–146 μm. The distribution range of pore sizes demonstrated that; SF30 > CS > SF50 > SF70 > SF. These results also indicated that; SF30 had the longest range of pore size distribution.

3.3. Mechanical properties of constructed biphasic scaffolds

Mechanical properties of constructed, biphasic scaffolds were pre-
sented with stress at a maximum load, with Young’s modulus (Fig. 5). The stress, at maximum load, shows that for SF > SF70 > SF50 > SF30 > CS, SF and SF70 had more stress at maximum load than that of SF50, SF30, and CS. The results additionally demonstrated that; the stress at maximum load decreased as the percentage of chitosan increased. Young’s modulus of SF50 and SF30 were lower than the others. Young’s modulus of silk fibroin/chitosan decreased when the amount of chito-
san increased.

![Degradation of constructed biphasic scaffolds at days 7, 14, and 21.](image-url)
3.4. Swelling behavior of constructed biphasic scaffolds

Swelling behavior was selected to evaluate the physical stability. The results showed that SF70, 50, 30, and CS had higher percentage of swelling than the SF at 1 h (Fig. 6). At 6 h, the SF30 and CS scaffolds showed higher percentage of swelling than the SF50, 70, and SF. After 12 to 24 h, steady state was attained and the percentage of swelling of the biphasic scaffolds increased as the percentage of chitosan increased. The SF showed the lowest percentage swelling while CS had the highest percentage of swelling.

3.5. Degradation of constructed biphasic scaffolds

Physical stability of biphasic scaffolds was evaluated by testing the degradation with lysozyme. At day 7 of testing, the results showed that SF, SF70, SF50, and SF30 could hold the contour shape (Fig. 7). The SF30 showed some areas of degradation in the texture. CS showed much deformation and degradation in the texture. At day 14, SF, SF70, SF50, and SF30 could hold the contour shape. SF30 showed increased degradation in the texture. CS showed deformation of the contour shape and much degradation of the texture. At day 21, SF, SF70, and SF50 could hold the contour shape. There were some areas which were degraded in the texture of SF70 and SF50. The SF30 and CS appeared to have a deformed contour shape and much texture degradation.

The quantification of degradation percentage is shown in Fig. 8. The results demonstrated that CS had the highest amount of degradation. SF showed the lowest amount of degradation. The degradation increased as the amount of chitosan increased. The SF30 and CS scaffolds showed higher degradation rates than the others.

3.6. Stem cell proliferation on constructed biphasic scaffolds

Stem cell proliferation was analyzed at days 1, 3, 5, and 7 to evaluate the biological performance (Fig. 9). The results demonstrated that all...
samples had increased proliferation over time. The results showed no differences of cell proliferation in all samples at day 1. At days 3, 5, and 7, the SF and SF70 scaffolds had higher proliferation than the others and CS had the lowest amount of cell proliferation. There were no differences between SF50 and SF30 at day 3. The SF50 scaffold showed higher cell proliferation than SF30 at day 5 and 7.

3.7. Histological structure of cell cultured biphasic scaffolds

In this research, morphological formation of cultured biphasic scaffolds was observed by histology at days 7 and 14 (Fig. 10). At day 7, the results showed that SF and SF70 demonstrated more cell adhesion on the porous scaffolds than the others. The SF70 showed aggregation of cell adhesion in the pores of the scaffold. The SF50 and CS scaffolds had a little cell adhesion in the pores. At day 14, the results demonstrated that SF and SF70 displayed self-organized cells in a dense structure. The dense structure attached to the pores. The SF50 scaffold had thin layers of cell adhesion in the pores. SF30 displayed self-organized cells in spheroid formation in the pores. CS showed cell layers which attached in the pores.

The biological performance of the scaffolds was evaluated from the stained GAGs which were secreted from the cells. The GAGs are biomarkers of cartilage tissue formation. The results showed glycosaminoglycans which adhered on the scaffolds (Fig. 11). At day 7, SF70 showed secreted glycosaminoglycans more clearly than the others. The CS showed the least amount of secreted glycosaminoglycans on the scaffold. At day 14, the secreted glycosaminoglycans of SF and SF70 were embedded in the dense structure. The SF50, 30, and CS scaffolds showed the formation of loose networks of secreted glycosaminoglycans in the pores.

Collagen type II is an important marker, which represents cartilage tissue formation. The results showed that; SF, SF70, SF50, SF30, and CS had cells as well as collagen type II adhered on the surface of the pores at both; day 7 and day 14 (Fig. 12). At day 7, there were some small clusters of collagen type II distribute in the porous structures of the scaffolds. There were no differences of collagen type II organization for all samples, at this time point, however, at day 14 the collagen type II
organized themselves into large aggregation in the porous structures. The results indicated that; SF70, SF50, SF30 and CS showed larger aggregation than that of SF.

4. Discussion

4.1. Morphological formation of constructed biphasic scaffolds

In this research, biphasic scaffolds were proposed for guidance cartilage tissue regeneration. In the surgical approach, the debris of a cartilage defect is removed to the subchondral bone before making microcracks which are the channels for migration of bone marrow stem cells (MSCs) into the debrided area. Generally, the debrided area has a microenvironment which can regulate MSCs into chondrocytes. To induce the performance for MSCs regulation at the debrided area has a microenvironment which can regulate MSCs into the debrided area of cartilage. Generally, the microcracks which are the channels for migration of bone marrow lage defect is removed to the subchondral bone before making microcracks which are the channels for migration of bone marrow stem cells (MSCs) into the debrided area of cartilage. Generally, the debrided area has a microenvironment which can regulate MSCs into chondrocytes. To induce the performance for MSCs regulation at the debrided area has a microenvironment which can regulate MSCs into the debrided area of cartilage.

From morphological observations, the results revealed similar morphologies, which may have possibly had no effect on the functionality of these scaffolds. Moreover, when analyzed the pore size as well as distribution, showed that there were non-distinguish differences of SF and CS. Notably, the pore size, and distribution did show differences, and irregular trends of silk fibroin/chitosan. The characteristics and ratios of the silk fibroin/chitosan scaffolds might be the main effect on the functionality of the scaffolds. However, there is no proof of this hypothesis. Evaluations of the physical stability and biological functionality of the scaffolds were undertaken.

4.2. Physical functionality, and stability of constructed, biphasic scaffolds

In this research, mechanical properties, the swelling behavior, and degradation with lysozyme evaluated the physical functionality as well as stability of the constructed, biphasic scaffolds.

Firstly, the mechanical properties were used to evaluate physical functionality for the design of these biphasic scaffolds. The results demonstrated that; silk fibroin, without chitosan, had higher stress at a maximum load, and Young’s modulus than silk fibroin with chitosan. Additionally, the silk fibroin/chitosan scaffolds showed a decrease of stress and modulus with increasing amounts of chitosan. This inferred that; silk fibroin/chitosan expresses soft characteristic, which act as the physical clues in inducing MSCs regulation into chondrocyte, much the same as in native, cartilage tissue.

Secondly, the swelling behavior was selected to evaluate the guidance for design of the performance of the scaffolds to be similar to the hydrogel characteristics of cartilage tissue [33]. Based on the results, the constructed biphasic scaffolds which had a high amount of chitosan had greater swelling than the scaffolds with a low amount of chitosan. This comes from the hydrophilicity of chitosan which can maintain a high amount of water [34]. The results also indicated that the constructed biphasic scaffolds with a high amount of chitosan had lower physical stability. Generally, cartilage tissue can maintain a high water content [35]. Some research demonstrated that the HA affected the spheroid formation of stem cells [36]. Therefore, optimizing chitosan content might be a clue to regulate the stem cells into spheroid formation of chondrocytes in cartilage tissue.

In addition to this, the results showed higher degradation of scaffolds with chitosan than without chitosan. This indicated that scaffolds with a high content of chitosan had low physical stability. Some reports demonstrated that scaffolds with different physical stabilities due to degradation are suitable for different types of tissue regeneration [37].
Therefore, optimized degradation of a scaffold that is suitable for tissue regeneration is important in the design of scaffolds. Some research reported that a given rate of scaffold degradation should act as a physical cue for cell regulation into spheroid formation [38]. Based on the mechanical properties, swelling, degradation of the scaffolds, with a specific amount of chitosan, possibly shows physical clues, which can regulate stem cells into spheroid organization. This is suitable as a guide for cartilage tissue regeneration for osteoarthritis surgery. However, to prove this hypothesis, biological functionality was undertaken.

4.3. Biological functionality of constructed biphasic scaffolds

In this research, cell proliferation, and the histological structure of the cultured scaffolds were presented to evaluate biological functionality. First, the scaffolds without chitosan and with a low amount of chitosan exhibited higher cell proliferation than higher amounts of chitosan. This possibly came from the physical stability of those scaffolds. The scaffolds without chitosan and with a low amount of chitosan had greater stability than the higher amounts chitosan. Some research showed that the physical stability of scaffolds has an effect on the induction of cell adhesion [39]. Furthermore, some amino acids in silk fibroin demonstrated the functionality of cell recognition [40]. This led to enhanced cell proliferation [41].

Second, the histology of cultured scaffolds was observed to evaluate the biological functionality. There was self-organization of cells on scaffolds with different amounts of chitosan. The scaffolds without and with a low amount of chitosan demonstrated unique cell adhesion in the early stages of culturing and self-organized into a dense structure in the later stages. Thus, the physical stability of the scaffolds had an effect on the enhancement of cell adhesion and dense structural formation. On the other hand, the scaffolds with a high amount of chitosan had poor cell adhesion on the scaffolds in the early stages. In the later stages, the cells self-organized into a loose network formation in the SF50 scaffold and layer formation in the CS scaffold. The cells self-organized into a spheroid formation in the SF30 scaffold. This possibly resulted from the low amount of silk fibroin which acted as the structural part as collagen fibril for cell adhesion in the early stages [42]. On the other hand, a high amount of chitosan acts as the elastic texture part of HA which can promote cell mobility [43,47]. The elastic texture can promote spheroid formation similar to chondrocytes in cartilage tissue [44]. Secreted GAGs serve as a biomarker of regulation of MSCs into chondrocytes. The results showed secreted GAGs that adhered to the porous structure for all scaffolds. However, the results of secreted GAGs varied. For the SF and SF70 scaffolds, more GAGs were secreted than the scaffolds with higher amounts of chitosan in the early stages of cell culture. This possibly indicated that the physical stabilities and of SF and SF70 acted as firm substrates for deposition of the secreted GAGs. Furthermore, SF and SF70 might have the role to activate the secretion of GAGs. In the later stages, the secreted GAGs of SF and SF70 embedded in the dense structure of cell organization. This showed an irregular organization in cartilage tissue [45,48]. On the other hand, the SF50, SF30, and CS scaffolds exhibited loose secreted GAGs in the porous structures. This was similar to native regular GAGs formation in cartilage tissue [46].

Collagen type II is an important marker that; refers to cartilage tissue formation. Generally, collagen type II is secreted from MSCs that then regulate themselves into chondrocytes. Interestingly, the physical clues have an important role in the enhancement of this regulation. According to the results, the scaffolds of silk fibroin, with chitosan, demonstrated physical clues that could activate the enhancement of collagen type II secretion similar to that of native, cartilage tissue formations. Notably, SF30 showed that, MSCs self-organized into a spheroid formation, which is similar to the organization of chondrocyte within native, cartilage tissue.

The results of the biological, functionality evaluation indicated that the scaffolds with a specific ratio of silk fibroin/chitosan sponge, particularly in SF30, had suitable cell proliferation, a spheroid formation, a loose, secreted GAG formation, and collagen type II organization. This showed suitable biological functionality which can lead to tissue formation similar to native cartilage.

5. Conclusion

In this research, biphasic scaffolds of silk fibroin film affixed to a silk fibroin/chitosan sponge were designed and constructed to use as a guide for cartilage tissue regeneration in osteoarthritis surgery. The results demonstrated that the designed and constructed biphasic scaffolds which had high amounts of chitosan, particularly in the SF30 scaffold, had the morphology, physical functionality, stability, and biological functionality which could maintain the contour shape and promote spheroid formation of MSCs. This indicated that SF30 shows promise in cartilage tissue regeneration for osteoarthritis surgery.
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